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Conditions of Purchase/Use
No portion of this pattern may
be copied or lent
You may make and sell 15 dolls
per year from this pattern
This pattern may not be taught
without the consent of the designer

Have a good day............or not!
Lucky Lucy is NORMAL ! She doesn't pretend
every day is perfect .
On the down times she takes one hour at a time, on
great days she flies sparkling with the birds and in
between days she is mirthful, contented and easy
going.
Lucky Lucy !




















bag.
Sewing machine, threads, scissors, hand sewing kit.
Freezer paper, pen or pencil and paper scissors.
Strong thread.
Calico for body.
Stuffing with stuffing tool and turning tools and haemostats if you have them are handy
Wire, 2 pieces 16g about 28cm long. Pliers
Masking tape to cover sharp ends of the wire
Tacky craft glue.
Black embroidery thread.
Two 3mm beads for eyes and chalk pastel for cheek colour.
Small piece of lace to sew to bottom of body for petticoat, and enough for around her neck if
you wish.
Double knit wool or fancy wool for hair
Thin stretch fabric for sleeves and stockings.
Small scrap of wool fabric or felt for shoes.
Something for dress, I think lightweight small patterned the best.
Scrap of torn fabric to make hair bow.

 Lucy is only about 20 cm tall, everything you need to make her will probably be in your scrap

Requirements for Lucky Lucy (stands about 20cm/8” tall)

‘Slightly Weathered Ladies’ And More™

designed by Jill Maas

Lucky Lucy
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Lucky Lucy
Face Options

3mm
round
black
beads for
eyes

Actual size of doll and leg
wires
Happy

en
Op

Chalk pastel
for cheek
colour

Black Embroidery
Thread

Body
Cut 2

Red Embroidery
Thread. I used back
stitch

Draw pattern on freezer
paper, cut out pattern and
iron onto doubled calico.
Don’t cut fabric yet!

Twisted wire for legs
This much goes up into body
Put glue on wire and push up
into body

Sewin
g Line

Slightly
Cross

Use a small stitch on your
machine and sew around
the edge of the freezer
paper but on the calico.
Cut out leaving a seam
allowance.
Turn RSO and stuff softly
but firm

Snip holes to push wire legs up into body
Mischief Maker
Loop for Shoe

Face Option

Fold wire in half and
make a loop for her
shoe. Then twist the
rest up to the end.
Cover sharp ends with
masking tape

Make a stretch fabric tube
to go over this part for
sock and place on leg
before gluing and pushing
leg into body
Size of twisted
wire for leg
and foot

Cut 4 pieces of woollen fabric (2 for each foot) a
little bigger than the foot and glue together, one
on top and one underneath the wire. Trim to size.
After the glue dries blanket stitch around the
edge if you wish.
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Lucky Lucy

After stuffing sew up opening

Make tubes out of thin stretch fabric for arms

Cut tube in half to make 2

Sew lace onto bottom of body

Ends of legs
glued up into
body

Make thinner tubes for legs
(thin stretch fabric)
Put on before gluing legs up
into body!

Once again cut in half to make 2

Cut 4

Fabric glued
over wire
loop then
stitched
around
edges

Sew on
loops for
hair

Side

Beads for Neck

Side

Front

Shoes. Cut 4 and glue one on
top of wire loop and one on
bottom. Press together - when
dry trim and blanket stitch
around edges

Cut hole for Neck

Shoulder

Shoulder

Dress
Cut 1

Bow for Hair

Measure doll to
see how long
and wide to
make dress
Side

Side

Use a soft fabric for dress,
stitch onto her body
Add lace around neck if
you wish

Back
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